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The ongoing attacks by the political establishment on President Donald Trump –which began even before
he was elected – are without parallel in history. The savagery, frenzy, and outright hysteria displayed by
the President’s enemies within the Democrat Party, the media, and the various power centers of the
globalist elites have no prior precedent.
This President has been spied on, lied about, made the subject of phony foreign dossiers, insulted,
ridiculed, scorned, mocked and threatened. We have witnessed Hollywood celebrities advocate for
blowing up the White House, demand the President be beaten, jailed or even assassinated, and his
children tortured and sexually abused.
We have seen politicians in Washington try to convict the President of non-existent crimes, investigate
him and his family members for everything from tax returns to guests at his hotels, project on to him
crimes that they themselves have committed, and seed his Administration with leakers and doubleagents.
No other President in American history has been treated in such a shameful manner. Not Lincoln. Not
FDR. Not Nixon Not Reagan.
What is it about this President that has roused such demons in his political foes? What is it about this
President that drives his opponents to the brink of insanity? What is it about this President that so terrifies
and terrorizes the Pelosis, Schiffs, Schumers and the George Soroses?
Is it simply that he is not part of the club, a brash outsider with a different style? Is it merely because he’s
outspoken and tramples on political correctness? Is it because he’s sometimes unpresidential in his
demeanor (at least in their minds)?
Not at all. After all, aren’t these the same folks who loved Bill Clinton whose extracurricular activities
involved cigars and staining blue dresses in the Oval Office?
Of course, Clinton was beloved by the globalist elites who pull the strings on world governments. He gave
them NAFTA, after all. He gave them the WTO. He made tens of billions of dollars for them and their
stockholders through these unfair trade deals that cost America five million manufacturing jobs and
closed 70,000 factories. He also gave the military-industrial complex plenty of profit-making military
interventions, from Haiti to Bosnia to Serbia and Iraq Bill Clinton, for all his corruption, delivered the goods
for the New World Order.
Donald Trump, of course, never played ball with these globalists. He was elected explicitly on an antiglobalist platform that put America first. From day one, he started to implement that America-first agenda,
earning him the undying enmity of all those whose profits are secured by selling out American workers,
American jobs, and America’s national sovereignty.
President Trump pulled us out of the TPP. Billions in lost profits for the globalists.
President Trump pulled us out of the job-destroying Paris Climate Accords. Billions in lost profits for
foreign nations like Communist China, at our expense.
Read NASA's Report. President Trump began the process of securing the U.S. border. Billions in lost
cheap illegal immigrant labor for the Business Roundtable.
President Trump imposed tariffs on China, becoming the first President ever to address Beijing’s annual
$500 billion rape of our economy. Billions in lost profits for corporations who ship our jobs to one of the
worst tyrannies on the planet.

President Trump renegotiated NAFTA. Again, billions in lost profits for the cheap labor crowd.
President Trump launched the process of extricating the U.S. from endless foreign wars and avoiding
new wars with nations like Iran and North Korea. Billions –perhaps trillions – in lost profits for the globalist
war machine.
Is the picture becoming a little clearer? In each instance, the President’s policies have represented a
dramatic upending of the globalist agenda of both parties, the Carter-Bush-Clinton-Bush-Obama agendas
of continuous war and the continuous looting of America’s wealth and hollowing out of the American
middle class. With both parties and their representatives in Congress beholden to campaign donors
whose profits are threatened by Trump’s America-first initiatives, is it no wonder that both Democrats and
Never-Trump Republicans, all Globalist-Socialist , are determined to bring this President down? Most of
the mass media is controlled by these same global corporations. After all, doesn’t Amazon’s Jeff Bezos—
the richest man in the world – own the Washington Post?
As was said in Watergate, just follow the money. And while you’re following the money—see if it leads to
a $500 million left-wing slush fund run by a shadowy Soros and Clinton linked group called Arabella
Advisors which is funding the anti-Trump political agenda through dozens of high-sounding front groups.
Folks, the New World Order gang is in full retreat all over the globe. From Brexit in the UK to the populist
governments of Hungary and Poland to the Yellow Vest movement in France and Salvini in Italy, the
middle and working classes are demanding the overthrow of their nation-destroying overlords. The
overlords who have flooded their countries with unassailable immigrants from North Africa and
surrendered their sovereignty to the European Union and its unaccountable bureaucrats in Brussels.
They have lived the unfulfilled promises of the globalists, that giving up national sovereignty and
relocating jobs abroad would usher in a new era of peace and prosperity. The exact opposite has
happened. The globalist vision has resulted in $7 trillion of pointless wars in the Middle East, an
immigration crisis, the loss of jobs, and declining standards of living.
In the United States, Donald J. Trump has emerged as the New World Order’s most tenacious and
determined foe as he fights the good fight for the American people, our constitutional rights and liberties
and the sovereignty of our nation. He is an existential threat to the New World Order. Unlike other
Republican presidents of the recent past, he can’t be bought and has no price. Unlike them, he doesn’t
give in and he doesn’t give up.
Go ahead, globalists. Try your impeachment games. Try your Senate trials. It won’t work In fact, it will
backfire on all of you as – after three years of trying to prevent the Electoral College from voting for
Trump, stopping the inauguration, unleashing Jim Comey and the FBI, CIA spying, Robert Mueller and
his phony Russiagate probe, tax returns, emoluments, Kavanaugh, and all the rest -- the patience of the
American public is wearing thin. We aren’t as stupid as you think. Something you will recognize clearly
come November 3, 2020.

